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ABSTRACT
The paper describes a numerical investigation of the ther-

mal decomposition of methane to hydrogen and carbon within a
single-channel, four-port wave rotor using a three-dimensional
(3-D), Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) CFD model.
This work is in support of the New Wave Hydrogen, Inc. ( NWH2)
proprietary technology development. A Menter’s k−ω SST tur-
bulence is used for the closure of the mean momentum equa-
tions and is coupled to multispecies transport equations with a
one-step finite-rate chemistry model. The kinetic model is vali-
dated based on a set of measurement data of a double-diaphragm
shock tube case. To further examine the predictive accuracy of
the numerical approach, the results of the 3-D single-channel
wave rotor are compared with those of quasi-one-dimensional
unsteady model that has been previously reported extensively in
literature. It is observed that when the wave rotor channel is
exposed to the high-pressure driven gas (HPDRV N) port, a sec-
ondary right-running shock wave is generated, which greatly
energizes the flow around the HPDRV N port, resulting in large
magnitudes of pressure and temperature; and consequently, the
cracking of methane into hydrogen and carbon. The comparison
between 1-D and 3-D simulation results indicate that the LPDRV N
gas penetration is around 75% of the channel width in the case of
1-D, but is below 50% in the 3-D case. Furthermore, the conver-
sion rate of methane in the 3-D case is one order of magnitude
smaller than that in the 1-D case.

Key words: wave rotor, turbulence simulation, methane pyroly-

sis, hydrogen production

1 INTRODUCTION
A wave rotor is a dynamic pressure exchange device that uti-

lizes unsteady shock and expansion waves within the channel to
efficiently exchange energy between the fluids that have different
energy levels. Wave rotor technology is observed in numerous
engineering applications such as a topping component for gas
turbines [1], superchargers for IC engines [2], refrigeration cy-
cles [3], and pressure gain combustion systems [4]. These prac-
tical applications lead to the motivation of this research, which
aims to expound the influence of three-dimensional shock and
expansion waves on methane (CH4) pyrolysis inside a NWH2
Inc. proprietary, single-channel shock wave reformer. This ap-
plication of wave rotor technology is a new and exciting use that,
if successful could provide a novel method for clean hydrogen
production.

1.1 BACKGROUND
Steam methane reforming (SMR) is a conventional meth-

ods that are routinely used to produce hydrogen from fossil fuels
(e.g., coal, oil, and biomass). Extensive field measurements, lab-
oratory experiments and numerical simulations were conducted
to study the performance of SMR [5–8]. In this approach,
methane and steam are heated until they react to yield hydrogen
(H2) and carbon dioxide (CO2). Therefore, this method not only
continuously produces greenhouse gases in large quantities, but
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FIGURE 1: (a) A general overview of the design of the NWH2 single-channel wave reformer with rotating end plates and channel. (b)
and (c) A cut-away of driver and driven end plates, respectively. HP and LP refer to high- and low-pressure, respectively. Driver and
driven gases are indicated by red and blue colors, respectively.

it also requires a large input of thermal energy which is typically
derived from hydrocarbon fuels, further contributing to emission
problems. Additionally, the process has a water demand in the
production of steam which limits this technology in places that
face water limitations and adds a potential water supply impact.
Considering the drawbacks of SMR, the direct decomposition
of methane from natural gas provides a more environmentally
friendly and efficient process. In this process, referred to as
methane pyrolysis, methane is heated to temperatures sufficient
to break the hydrocarbon bonds and decomposing methane into
constituents hydrogen and solid carbon [9, 10]. To efficiently
achieve high temperatures required for direct thermal methane
decomposition, NWH2 Inc. has designed and is demonstrating a
wave reformer utilizing shock heating [11]. In comparison with
SMR, NWH2 Inc. offers a proprietary high-temperature thermal
reforming process that uses no water and produces no direct CO2
emissions since the solid carbon byproduct is easily captured.
The core component is an existing, proven technology (a wave
rotor) combined with a well-known process (methane pyrolysis),
to produce hydrogen in a low-cost, efficient reactor. The inven-
tion overcomes many disadvantages of the existing techniques by
employing unsteady shock waves that can produce high temper-
atures very rapidly with lower energy consumption per unit mass
of product. Indeed, the wave reformer benefits from the use of
the pressure already embodied in a pipeline or feedstock line and
the energy transfer by the shock wave. This is an interesting dis-
tinction relative to competing methods of methane pyrolysis.

1.2 DEMONSTRATION DESIGN SYSTEM PRINCIPLE
From a practical point of view, two configurations of wave

rotor can be designed: either the drum (housing the shock wave

passage(s)) rotates and the end plates remain stationary or the
end plates rotate and the drum is stationary. Both approaches
have advantages and disadvantageous. For example, the former
configuration involves only one moving component (i.e. rotor),
but the channel flow is influenced by centrifugal forces brought
on by the rotation of the channel. In the latter configuration,
there are two moving components, but the stationary shock wave
channel makes measurements easier and enables optical access
if needed. This approach therefore avoids the difficulties of in-
strumenting rotating channels. It is also helpful to note that the
relative motion is the same for both configurations. Taking ad-
vantage of both configurations, the design, build and demonstra-
tion of a four-port wave rotor can thus be carried in two phases.
The first phase of the experimental demonstration is performed
by building and testing a stationary, single-channel with rotating
end plates. Understanding of the internal process is fundamen-
tal for the investigation and design of any proposed wave rotor.
Single-channel experiments can demonstrate the operation of the
full multi-channel wave rotor, but with a less complicated system
and greater access. The first demonstration test will therefore
consist of a single channel and two rotating plates connected to
a shaft driven by an electric motor. The design and experimental
plan include carefully constructed port aerodynamics and sealing
designs. A demonstration of methane pyrolysis (i.e. hydrocarbon
thermal decomposition) will be the key outcome in this phase.
The success and results of the experiment will be used to design
a multi-channel wave rotor in the second phase of the project.
Both phases will employ CFD models to support the design and
to investigate gas dynamic phenomena occurring in the channels.
The present paper will show the single-channel design and CFD
analysis with future work detailing the experimental results.
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FIGURE 2: Pressure contours and associated wave pattern in the x-t-plane (b) together with the driven and driver end plates ((a) and (c),
respectively). Solid black lines denote the expected location of shock waves, while dashed lines represent the head and tail of rarefaction
waves.

1.3 SINGLE-CHANNEL WAVE REFORMER DEMON-
STRATION SYSTEM

The notion of a device with stationary channels and rotating
ports is not new. The concept was initially introduced by Dar-
rieus in 1950 [12]. Since then, several wave rotor studies have
adopted the stationary-channel approach to simulate flow fields
in both non-reacting [13,14] and reacting axial wave rotor exper-
iments [15, 16]. Such efforts independently have built and tested
simple stationary single-channel configurations using rotary disk
valves connected to a shaft driven by an electric motor. To the
best of our knowledge, no multi-channel wave devices with sta-
tionary channels have been reported in the literature.

Figure1(a) shows a drawing of the single-channel test sys-
tem that will be analyzed in this paper. The driver gas ports are
denoted as CO2 (shown in red) ports, while driven gas ports are
designated as CH4 (shown in blue) ports. The driver gas and
the driven gas enter and exit the channel on the same respective
side. Both driver and driven gases enter the end plates through
the intake pipes connected to the center of rotating endcaps. The
inlet gases fill up the entire volume of the end plates and is re-
leased into the channel through the inlet ports when the ports are
aligned with the channel. Both compressed driven gas and the ex-
panded driver gas are discharged through the exhaust ports when
the ports are aligned with the channel. This process is cyclic and
occurs once per revolution of the end plates. Figures1(b) and
(c) show a cut-away of driver and driven endplates, respectively.
In order to conduct the CFD simulation, the fluid volume and
region is extracted from the CAD model of the single-channel
device and then meshed using Ansys ICEM. The test cases and
numerical method will be detailed in Sec. 3.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of a front view of the driven and
driver side rotors (Figs. (a) and (c), respectively) and shows an
example of the pressure field and the spatial distribution of shock
and expansion waves for a single-channel wave reformer ((Fig.
(b)). The example shown here is a reverse-flow design with two
inlet (LPDRV N and HPDRV R) and two outlet ports (HPDRV N and
LPDRV R). The single-channel wave reformer has three high- (i.e.,
II, III and IV ) and low-pressure regions (i.e., I,V and V I) inside
the rotor.

It should be understood that the top of each wave diagram
is looped around and joined to the bottom of the diagram, that
is, each wave cycle is repetitive. In Fig. 2, the low-pressure
driven (LPDRV N) gas enters the wave rotor at low pressure and
temperature through the LPDRV N port at section V I. As the ro-
tor rotates, the rotor channels, partially filled with the driven
gas are exposed to the high-pressure driver (HPDRV R) gas port
when they are aligned with that port. Due to the pressure differ-
ence between the driver and driven gases, the driver gas is forced
into the channels. This also initiates primary and reflected shock
waves (marked with ‘S1’ and ‘S2’, respectively) that pass through
the channels and compresses the driven fluid within the chan-
nels at section II. The driver gas properties determine the shock
strengths generated within the device. Continuous rotation of
the closed end plates brings the channel flow to rest. The ener-
gized driven fluid leaves the channels through the corresponding
outlet port by expansion waves (marked with ‘R1’) generated at
the channel ends at section III. By further rotation, the deen-
ergized driver gas is also scavenged out of the passage through
the corresponding outlet port and the cycle repeats itself at sec-
tion V . By carefully selecting port locations and their widths,
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an efficient transfer of energy can be obtained between flows in
the connected ducts with only minor mixing effects at the gas
interfaces.

1.4 LITERATURE SURVEY
In the early 1950s, Glick [17] extended the application of

unsteady waves to heat a gas to high reaction temperatures to
promote the formation of useful products through the pyrolysis
of various hydrocarbon fuels. Glick et al. [18] also conducted a
series of investigations into the thermal fixation of nitrogen di-
rectly from air by the generation of nitrogen oxide (NO) by the
proper heating and subsequent rapid cooling of air in a chemical
shock tube. Rose [19] reported NO production in concentrations
of 5-7% at high temperatures and pressures (approximately 3000
K and 100 atm), sufficient for economic recovery. Their studies
led to a successful series of experiments which provided data on
the kinetic rates of NO formation and demonstrated conclusively
that nitrogen could be fixed by means of a combination of shock
waves and expansion waves in controlled temperature pulses.

In laboratory work, Wilson et al. [20] performed measure-
ments in a four-port through-flow wave rotor using tube-type
combination pressure probes, and concluded that the perfor-
mance of the wave rotor is mainly characterised by the tempera-
ture ratio across the wave rotor, loop flow ratio, inlet mass flow
rate, rotor speed, and also leakage paths. This is evidenced by the
studies of Brouillette [21] and Iancu et al. [22] who investigated
shock wave compression in a microchannel using experimental
and numerical approaches, respectively. To study the effect of fi-
nite tube opening time and leakage from the tube on the unsteady
flows within the rotor passage, Welch et al. [23] developed a
one-dimensional computational code to calculate the wave rotor
pressure gain and burner loop pressure drop for specified turbine
inlet temperature. Araki et al. [14] measured the turbulent flow
inside a microwave rotor cell using laser-Doppler velocimeter
(LDV). In their experiment, the pressure ratio and rotor speed
of the wave rotor was set at 2.5 and 5,000 rpm, respectively.
They observed that the magnitude of velocity within the chan-
nel increases and decreases rapidly due to the existence of shock
waves. Okamoto and Nagashima [13] investigated the wave ro-
tor inner flow dynamics experimentally and numerically. They
showed that the primary and secondary shock waves are highly
sensitive to the gradual passage opening and leakage through the
clearance, respectively. Kurec [24] conducted particle image ve-
locimetry (PIV) and RANS simulations for studying the unsteady
flow inside a stationary passage of a pressure wave exchanger.
They demonstrated that k −ω SST can well predict the major
characteristics of the flow such as penetration length high pres-
sure gases into the flow passage. The effect of port arrangement
on the performance of wave rotor refrigerator (WRR) was exper-
imentally and numerically investigated by Hu et al. [25]. They
observed that the performance of the system is strongly influ-

FIGURE 3: Schematic of experimental set-up and definition of
the time-space diagram indicating the evolution of the shock-
wave, the contact surface, and the expansion fan. The origin
of the absolute coordinate system [x,r] is located at the inlet of
the driver section of the shock tube. The vertical red dashed lines
demarcate diaphragms that separate the shock tube into three dif-
ferent parts (i.e., driver, driven and test sections).

enced by with the geometrical arrangements as the coefficient
of performance (COP) of the WRR is apparently decreased by
41.8% with improper port widths or positions. More recently,
Tüchler and Copeland [26] conducted detailed experiments to
characterize the wave rotor turbine performance through varia-
tion of several parameters such as loop flow ratio, axial leakage,
and hot inlet gas temperature. In their follow-up study, Tüchler
and Copeland [27] optimised four port throughflow micro-wave
rotor with non-axial channel shape using experimental testing
and a quasi-one-dimensional CFD code. They observed that at
a fraction of the rotational speed of comparable turbomachinery,
wave rotor shock wave compression is highly efficient and shaft
power extraction can be obtained within the non-axial wave rotor
channel.

Notwithstanding the aforementioned contributions, a RANS
CFD study of 3-D single-channel wave rotor flows is still lack-
ing in the current literature and many questions regarding the
fundamentals of the flow physics remain open. Furthermore, no
RANS CFD results on the 3-D single-channel wave rotor flows
have been published thus far. In doing so, we aim at performing
a RANS CFD study of NWH2 single-channel wave rotor flows to
obtain a detailed knowledge of unsteady wave motions through
a three-dimensional model of a single-channel wave rotor. Fur-
thermore, the results of this simulation are compared with those
from the quasi-1-D model created by Tüchler and Copeland. A
thorough description of the numerical method and validations of
the quasi-1-D approach can be found in reference [27].
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FIGURE 4: Contours of the mean pressure (a), temperature (b), and mole fraction of the helium, nitrogen, methane and hydrogen (c),
(d), (e), and ( f ), respectively in the x-t plane. The vertical white dashed line demarcates the trailing edge of the test section. The axial
domin length is non-dimensionalized using the diameter of the driver and driven sections (D1).

2 SHOCK TUBE EXPERIMENTS - MODEL VALIDA-
TION

It is critical to analyse the wave rotor reformer cycle bear-
ing in mind the influence of chemical reactions on the temper-
ature field, and to validate the turbulence chemistry interaction
model with a classical test case of a shock tube. The exper-
iments were conducted at the University of Florida (UF) in a
shock tube that has a driver section of 1.8 m and a driven section
of 6.1 m. Both sections have a diameter of D1 = 0.1m. For the
purpose of this work, a test section of 1.25 m with inner diameter
of D2 = 0.035m is attached at the end of the driven section. Prior
to the experiment starting, this section separated the methane un-
der study from the inert gas in the driven tube by a thin Mylar di-
aphragm such that it would not affect the strength of the incident
shock-wave. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the experimental
set-up and the respective states within the shock tube at different
locations and instances in time. In this study, the driver section
is filled with Helium (He) with the initial pressure 2170 KPa,
while the driven and test sections are filled by Nitrogen (N2) and
Methane (CH4), respectively, with the initial pressure 13.8 KPa.

The initial temperature is set at 300 K for all three different sec-
tions. The sample collection was separated from the test section
by a fast-response solenoid valve. The shock tube was equipped
with dynamic pressure transducers with a scan rate of 5 MHz en-
abling computation of the shock speed of the incident shock wave
and thus providing additional validation for the wave dynamics
of the numerical model. Experimental control was supported by
two-DAQ boards, 5 Mb/s channel and 1.25 Mb/s, respectively.

In order to build confidence in the accuracy the simulations,
our RANS CFD results were compared against the reported ex-
perimental data from UF. The RANS simulation of the shock
tube flow was performed with a axial domain size L = 915D1,
where D1 is the diameter of the driver and driven sections. Th
shock tube diameter for the test section was set to D2 = 0.035m,
identical to that used in the UF shock tube. A no-slip and adi-
abatic conditions were prescribed at all four sidewalls. The
number of grid points used in our RANS CFD simulation was
1700× 60 along the x and r directions, respectively. The mesh
was non-uniform in the wall-normal direction and was refined
near the bottom and top solid surfaces.
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FIGURE 5: Schematic of the 3-D single-channel wave rotor with grid system. The origin of the coordinate system [x,y,z] is located at
the centre of the cross section of the channel near the driven side rotor. In order to show clearly the parts of the driven and driver side
rotor, they are partially enlarged and replotted. HP and LP refer to high- and low-pressure, respectively.

The method for hydrogen production with sequestration of
carbon is the thermal decomposition of methane. When methane
is heated to high temperature, the methane decomposes to carbon
and hydrogen:

CH4 −→C+2H2, ∆H =+75.4 KJ/mol . (1)

The endothermic energy required to perform this reaction is
75.4 KJ/mol to produce 2 mols of hydrogen and the temperature
must be above 973K for the reaction to proceed at a reasonable
rate [9]. The reaction mechanism used in this study employs
a simple one-step irreversible reaction, which turns the reactant
(methane) into products (hydrogen and carbon). The forward re-
action rate for methane cracking is evaluated using a modified
Arrhenius equation as follows:

K f = AT ne
−Ea
RT [CH4]

a . (2)

In this equation, A denotes the pr-exponential factor, n is the Ar-
rhenius rate, Ea represents the reaction activation energy, R is the
universal gas constant, and T and a denote the local temperature
and the reaction order/rate exponent, respectively. In order to de-
termine all parameters of the reaction rate, the ensuing system of
equations was solved numerically and the parameters fitted us-
ing a least-squares approach to experimental data from the open

literature [28]. The parameter fitted for methane pyrolysis used
in our RANS simulation is summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1: Fitted modified Arrhenius parameters for the one-step
chemistry model.

Pr-exponential factor Arrhenius rate Activation energy

[1/s] [J/kgmol]

6.088×106 0.1 1.825×108

Figure 4 shows the contours of the mean pressure, temper-
ature, and mole fraction of the helium, nitrogen, methane and
hydrogen in the x-t plane. From this figure, it is found that af-
ter rupture of the diaphragm at t = 0, a right-running incident
shock wave (marked with ‘A’) is triggered by the high-pressure
gas within the driver section and increases the temperature of the
driven gas as the shock wave travels downstream. At the same
time, a rarefaction wave (marked with ‘B’) expands the Helium
within the driver section and is reflected off the left-hand side-
wall. Due to the high-pressure ratio, the flow induced by the
incident shock wave is supersonic and the driver gas penetrates
the driven section. Upon reaching the area contraction, a first
reflected shock wave (marked with ‘C’) is formed that coincides
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TABLE 2: Comparison of experimental and numerical results.
Percentage values in parentheses indicates relative error between
experimental and numerical.

Methods Methane conversion Shock speed

X[%] u [m/s]

Experiments 12.8 1184

RANS simulation 13.25 1243

(+3.39%) (+4.74%)

TABLE 3: Summary of boundary condition for the 3-D single-
channel wave rotor case.

P [KPa] T [K]

HPDRV R 4000 950

HPDRV N 2500 1400

LPDRV R 100 900

LPDRV N 266 773

with the location of the peak temperature within the shock tube.
Looking at the species contours it becomes apparent that this pro-
cess provides sufficient shock heating for methane pyrolysis to
commence and the subsequent formation of hydrogen. As shown
in Fig. 4(b), the value of temperature is around T = 1760K close
to the trailing edge of the test section, where the reflected shock
wave forms (see Fig. 4(a)). This is in very good agreement with
T = 1727K from the experiments. The estimated values for the
conversion rate of methane (i.e., X = (M/2)/((M/2)+1), where
M denotes the molar ratio of hydrogen and methane) and shock
speed behind the second shock wave in region 6 also exhibit good
agreement with the with experimental data, as laid out in Table 2.

3 TEST CASES AND NUMERICAL METHOD
Figure 5 shows the 3-D computational domain of the NWH2

Inc. proprietary single-channel wave rotor and mesh used in our
RANS 3-D CFD model. The axial-length of the circular chan-
nel is set to L = 152R, where R is the channel radius. In this
study, the driver and driven gases enter the end plates at an in-
let temperature 950K and 773K, respectively, through the cen-
tral pipes connected to the rotating end caps. The streamwise
domain length of the central pipes is Lx = 25R. This rig op-

TABLE 4: Summary of port timings for the single-channel shock
wave reformer. Here, θmax is set at 360o for our 3-D RANS sim-
ulation.

Ports Open (θ/θmax) Close (θ/θmax)

HPDRV R 0.078 0.183

HPDRV N 0.147 0.308

LPDRV R 0.383 0.885

LPDRV N 0.747 0.968

FIGURE 6: Normalised results for both the pressure and temper-
ature near the HPDRV N port at (x/L,θ/θmax) = (0.0,0.15) as a
function of cell count. The pressure and temperature terms are
non-dimensionalized using the data of the finest grid solution.

erates on a reverse-flow wave cycle where the gas streams en-
ter and leave the channel from the same end. In this study,
the simulation is performed based on the constant pressure ra-
tio PR = PHPDRV R/PLPDRV N = 15, where PHPDRV R and PLPDRV N de-
note the inlet pressure of driver and driven gases, respectively.
A no-slip condition along with zero normal gradients of species
mass fractions and an adiabatic condition are imposed on all solid
walls.The single-channel wave rotor rotational speed is main-
tained at the design speed of 2000 rpm. The boundary conditions
and opening and closing timings of the ports are summarized in
Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

In order to simulate the 3-D turbulent flow inside the single-
channel wave rotor, a transient simulation is carried out using
the commercial CFD solver Ansys Fluent R20.1. The govern-
ing equations for continuity, momentum, energy, and species
transport are solved using the unsteady RANS equations with
turbulence closure provided through the k −ω SST turbulence
model. The finite rate model is also employed to account for
the turbulence-chemistry interaction. The numerical algorithm is
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FIGURE 7: Contours of non-dimensionalized mean pressure, temperature and streamwise velocity (Ps, Ts and u) along the central
streamwise line located at (y,z) = (0,0) for 1-D (a, b, c) and 3-D (d, e, f) simulations. The z-coordinate indicates to the axial coordinate
and follows the length of the channel, while θ denotes the azimuth position of the channel at a certain time t.

based on the finite-volume method in which a second-order ac-
curacy is achieved with respect to both spatial and temporal dis-
cretizations. A fractional-step method is applied and a pressure
correction equation is solved using the parallel algebraic multi-
grid solver, and the convergence of the solver is considered once
the averaged residue of a discretized algebraic equation drops be-
low 10−5. For time advancement, the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy
(CFL) number is approximately 0.5.

In this study, we used two types of grids to precisely simu-
late precisely turbulent flow inside the single-channel wave ro-
tor: one multi-block structured (for HP and LPDRV N pipes, HP
and LPDRV R pipes, as well as circular channel) and the other un-
structured (for both driver and driven sides of the rotor). The
multi-block structured grid (STR-OH) has an O-H configuration

(marked with ‘A’ , ‘B’, ‘C’ , ‘D’, ‘F’ , ‘G’, and ‘H’), as shown
in Fig. 5 to remove the highly skewed cells for a circular chan-
nel. While the unstructured grid (UNSTR) (marked with ‘E’ ,
and ‘I’) is fully tetrahedral whereby the cells are allowed to be
assembled freely within the computational domain. Both STR-
OH and UNSTR grids are designed to have ten points to define
the mixing-layer momentum thickness. To carefully evaluate the
grid resolutions used for our RANS CFD simulation, four dif-
ferent mesh resolutions were evaluated ranging from approxi-
mately 620,000 to 3,100,000 cells. Figure 6 shows the varia-
tion of both the pressure and temperature near the HPDRV N port
at (x/L,θ/θmax) = (0.0,0.15) as a function of cell count. From
this figure, it is seen that the error between the mesh employed
for our simulation and the finest solutions for both pressure and
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FIGURE 8: Contours of mole fraction of carbon dioxide, methane, and hydrogen (XCO2 , XCH4 , and XH2 , respectively) along the central
streamwise line located at (y,z) = (0,0) for 1-D (a, b, c) and 3-D (d, e, f) simulations.

temperature terms is less than 1%, indicating that the grid reso-
lution of the RANS is satisfied in the present study.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 7 compares the contours of non-dimensionalized

mean pressure, temperature and streamwise velocity (Ps, Ts and
u, respectively) along the central streamwise line located at
(y,z) = (0,0) for two simulations. By comparing Figs. 7(a) with
7(d), it is apparent that near the HPDRV R port (at x/L = 1.0), the
magnitude of log(Ps/Pt,DRV N) of the 3-D simulation is lower than
that of the 1-D simulation, leading to compromise of the strength
of the primary shock wave. As a result, a less pressure rise oc-
curs near the HPDRV N port at x/L = 0.0 in the 3-D simulation
case. This phenomenon is mainly because the turbulent flow

inside the HPDRV R pipe intensively interacts with the windward
face of the driver rotor, causing the flow to become stagnant and
create a high pressure region. This further leads to a reduction
in the magnitude of pressure at the entrance of HPDRV R port or
a generation of pressure difference between the inlet of HPDRV R
pipe and HPDRV R port. The interaction between primary shock
wave and HPDRV N port are the underlying physical causes of the
generation of a right-running secondary shock wave and the ap-
pearance of a local maximum in the contours of mean pressure
(see Figs. 7(a) and (d)) and temperature (see Figs. 7(b) and (e)).
This explains the unsteady nature of the flow inside the single-
channel wave rotor and shows how the primary and secondary
shock waves lead to an exchange of energy between the fluids
that have different levels of energy. Furthermore, in comparison
with the 3-D case, the effects of shock waves on the major char-
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FIGURE 9: Contours of the non-dimensionalized mean pressure (a), temperature (b) and mole fraction of CH4 and H2 ((c) and (d),
respectively) in the central x-y plane (at θ/θmax = 0.13) for the 3-D simulation case.

acteristics of the flow in the 1-D case are less pronounced near
the LPDRV R and LPDRV N ports, leading to a more uniform distri-
bution of Ps, Ts and u in these regions. By comparing Figs. 7(c)
and (f), it is apparent that in the 3-D simulation case, the value of
the mean streamwise velocity transitions from being negative to
being positive as the channel is exposed to the end of the HPDRV N
port, whereas in the 1-D simulation case, the sign of the mean
streamwise velocity remains unchanged over the HPDRV N port.

Figure 8 shows the contours of mole fraction of carbon diox-
ide, methane, and hydrogen (XCO2 , XCH4 , and XH2 , respectively)
along the central streamwise line located at (y,z) = (0,0) for two
simulations. From this figure, it is seen that the scavenging and
penetration length of driven gas in 1-D case are different from
those of the 3-D case since the LPDRV N gas penetration is around
75% of the channel width in the case of 1-D, but is below 50%
in the 3-D case. Furthermore, it is it is clear that in the 3-D case,

there is a certain amount of driver gases that do not leave the
channel through the LPDRV R port, but are carried over through
the LPDRV N port. This will further cause the mixing and inter-
action of driven and driver gases within the driven side rotor for
3-D case. Figures 8 (c) and (f) indicate that in the region near
the HPDRV N port, the endothermic heat is provided to the chan-
nel by the shock compression, which causes methane cracking;
and consequently the generation of the molar concentration of
hydrogen. The methane pyrolysis reaction is a highly endother-
mic process, which absorbs thermal energy from its surround-
ings. By comparing Figs. 7(a) with 7(d), it is observed that the
value of XH2 in 3-D case is one order of magnitude smaller than
that in the 1-D case. This is simply because the decaying rates of
log(Ps/Pt,DRV N) in 3-D case is faster than those of the 1-D case
over the HPDRV N port (see Fig. 9(a)) due to the gradual passage
opening effects, which consequently leads to less temperature
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FIGURE 10: Profiles of the non-dimensionalized mean pressure, log(Ps/Pt,DRV N), of the two different simulations at the driven (a) and
driver (b) side of the rotors.

rise and less generation of H2 mole.
To better visualize the turbulent flow dynamics inside the

channel, the distributions of the non-dimensionalized mean pres-
sure, temperature and mole fraction of CH4 and H2 are demon-
strated in the central x-y plane (at θ/θmax = 0.13) in Fig. 9. This
figure clearly shows that due to the reflection of the left-running
primary shock waves, the magnitudes of both Ps/Pt,DRV N and
Ts/Tt,DRV N increase, and a positive peak occurs in their contours
close to the driven side of the rotor (see Figs. 9(a) and (b)). This
phenomenon also leads to the compression of the driven gas and
the generation of a region denoted as “captured gas” near the
left end of the channel (at x/L = 0.0). This result is consistent
with the large-eddy simulation (LES) result of Hu et al. [29] who
studied the effects of different operation parameters, such as ra-
tional speed and overall pressure ratio on the wave rotor refriger-
ator performance. Within localized compression zones, the rate
of methane conversion increases strongly with temperature and
the CH4 mole starts decomposing into hydrogen.

Figures 10(a) and (b) compare the profiles of the non-
dimensionalized mean pressure, log(Ps/Pt,DRV N), of the two dif-
ferent simulations at the driven and driver side of the rotors,
respectively. From figure 10(a) it is seen that for both simula-
tions, the magnitude of the log(Ps/Pt,DRV N) peaks in the neigh-
bourhood HPDRV N port at θ/θmax = 0.14 (owning to the forma-
tion of reflected shock wave) and then decreases as the value
of angular position θ/θmax increases. This figure also shows
that due to the gradual passage opening effect, the profile of
log(Ps/Pt,DRV N) in the 3-D simulation case manifests two distinct
peaks at θ/θmax = 0.15 and 0.75 (i.e., when channel is exposed to
the HPDRV N and LPDRV N ports, respectively). In the 1-D model,
gradual passage opening effects are not modelled and it is as-
sumed the channels are exposed instantly to the port flow. From
figure 10(b) it is seen that the wave action in the 3-D simulation
case is more pronounced than that of the 1-D case, leading to the
stronger expansion on the driven side of the rotor in 3-D case.
This phenomenon also causes an increase in the communication
between the flow near the driver and driven side of the rotors.

5 CONCLUSION
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes is performed to study the

effects of 3-D shock and expansion waves on the methane (CH4)
pyrolysis inside NWH2 Inc. proprietary single-channel shock
wave reformer. In order to carefully evaluate all parameters of
the reaction rate used for our 3-D RANS simulation, one ad-
ditional numerical simulation has been conducted based on the
test cases of shock tube and its results are validated against
the experimental tests from UF. Furthermore, the results of 3-D
single-channel wave rotor are compared with those of a quasi-1-
D model one developed by Tüchler and Copeland [26]. Results
show that although the contour patterns of pressure and tempera-
ture of 1-D simulation are similar to those of the 3-D simulation,
they are notable differences. The reason is that in a 1-D simu-
lation, the gradual opening and closing of the rotor passages as
well as unsteady characteristics of turbulent separations inside
the channel are not modeled and it is assumed the channels are
exposed instantly to the port flow, causing non-physical results.
This reveals the fact that a full 3-D simulation is necessary for a
reliable prediction of the conversion rate of CH4 inside a single-
channel wave reformer. For example, it is found that the sec-
ondary shock wave strength in the 1-D case is higher than that of
the 3-D case, which subsequently causes the appearance of the
higher temperature and more decomposing leave of driven gas
close to the HPDRV N port. This paper provides a useful insight
into the process of developing a single channel wave rotor that
is able to achieve methane decomposition through shock wave
heating. This proprietary technology holds significant promise in
the production of hydrogen from methane that also allows solid
carbon to be easily separated as a byproduct. Ongoing exper-
imental testing by NWH2 Inc. that will be reported in future
publications based on the designs analyzed in this paper.
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